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INTRODUCTION  

In fall 2021, the University of Houston-Downtown (UHD) found itself at an especially opportune 

moment to initiate a new strategic planning process. With new leadership came a moment for 

reflection and discovery. During his first several months as President, Dr. Loren Blanchard 

embarked on a listening tour involving 21 sessions with feedback from over 1, 200 attendees.  

During his inaugural State of the University Address in September 2021, Dr. Loren Blanchard 

unveiled an Institutional Compass that “sets a course for new levels of success” 

(https://www.uhd.edu/president/Pages/institutional-compass.aspx).  

The four points of the compass are:  

1. “Strengthening Justice,”  

2. “Strengthening Student Success and Equity,”  

3. “Supporting Institutional Excellence and Infrastructure,” and  

4. “Growing as an Anchor Institution.”  

Over the course of the planning process, the Strategic Planning Committee utilized these key 

themes as guidance for conceptualizing the new plan.  

To begin the process and develop institutional context for committee members, the Strategic 

Planning Committee’s support team compiled a digital “Briefing Book” that included broad 

insights from institution-wide stakeholder surveys, forums, and additional institutional and 

external data sources. The committee then spent time taking the full measure of the university’s 

current status. What the committee learned led to developing a new paradigm, which honors the 

past and provides a way to imagine the university beyond a status quo. 

The search for a new paradigm began with considerations of what it means to be an urban, public 

institution of higher education, to rank among the nation’s Hispanic Serving/Minority Serving 

Institutions, and to contribute to the wellbeing of residents in the United States’ most diverse and 

fourth largest city. With these attributes, UHD is poised not only for further growth, but for 

successful growth. 

This strategic plan attempts to capture how this growth might be achieved. The components of 

the plan include a new mission and vision, seven positioning statements, and seven goals, which 

are informed by nine guiding principles that are crucial to how the university operates and moves 

forward. The mission indicates our purpose: what we do, who we do it for, and the benefit. It is 

our hope that the vision, while capturing what we dedicate ourselves to achieving in the next five 

years, also will lay the ground for the next twenty years and will be an enduring part of the 

university’s quest for excellence. 

 

 

 

https://www.uhd.edu/president/Pages/institutional-compass.aspx
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MISSION  

The University of Houston-Downtown is a community of diverse faculty, staff, students, and 

regional partners dedicated to nurturing talent, generating knowledge, and driving 

socioeconomic mobility for a just and sustainable future. 

This new Mission Statement shows that UHD is an institution that is driven by public purposes, 

and it clearly addresses the university’s role in serving the needs of the region and the city. 

As we approach our 50th anniversary, we continue to stay true to our first purpose, which is to 

educate our students. As a student-ready institution, we boost student success by being 

prepared for the students whom we recruit and enroll. Our students become members of an 

academic community that identifies where their potential lies and acts to nurture their innate 

talents. With the reputation of being an engine of students’ socioeconomic mobility, the 

university equips students to serve a common good rather than seeing their degrees solely as a 

private gain.  

Our commitment to generating socially impactful knowledge through thoughtful inquiry is 

manifested by our marked ability to bring the expertise of our students, faculty, and staff together 

with that of community partners to explore and exchange ideas and to search for solutions to 

seemingly intractable problems. 

We are also committed to engagement with and outreach to the city and region, and we 

encourage our students through experiential and applied learning to consider the implications of 

public service and collaborative problem-solving as they bend to work toward a just and 

sustainable future. 

 

VISION  

The University of Houston-Downtown will be an inclusive university of choice for Houstonians 

seeking to contribute to the social, intellectual, and cultural lives of their communities. 

Our vision is forward-looking and reveals the new paradigm that will establish the culture of 

UHD for the next 20 years. The vision to make UHD a university of choice will require 

dedication from the university’s community. Promoting institutional and inclusive excellence 

and engraining them as practices in every area of the university will get us to this point. 

However, in addition to our internal efforts, we will need the support of external partners. We 

invite existing and future collaborators to join us in effecting organizational and operational 

changes so that we can indeed become a model public, urban university. 

 

STRATEGIC GOALS  

Our goals signal our most critical priorities for the next five years. With these goals, we can 

move closer to our 20-year vision. 
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1. EMPOWERING STUDENT SUCCESS 
Optimize lifelong student success and engagement through robust academic advising, 

targeted student services, sufficient financial aid, and built-in career advising. 

 

2. STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS 
Cultivate a diverse portfolio of institutional partnerships to serve Houston and 

the region as an anchor institution. 

 

3. DYNAMIC ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT 
Cultivate a dynamic academic environment in which we nurture students to their fullest 

potential that they may better impact their world. 

 

4. ENGAGED FACULTY AND STAFF 
Be the employer of choice that values and supports a diverse and inclusive faculty and 

staff. 

 

5. SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS 
Maximize our operational portfolio by means of a strong donor base; engaged alumni, 

faculty, and staff; robust grant activity; sustainability best practices; access to 

legislative funds for renovation; regular maintenance of facilities; and a strong 

Information Technology department. 

 

6. ELEVATED VISIBILITY/RECOGNITION 
Enhance the reputation and visibility of UHD with robust marketing, current social media 

techniques, and intentional student recruiting efforts,  

 

7. IMPACTFUL KNOWLEDGE CREATION 
Promote knowledge creation and dissemination to and from faculty, staff, students, and 

the wider community. 

 

POSITIONING STATEMENTS  
In “A New Paradigm” are seven positioning statements with the same names as the goals, but 

serving a different purpose, which is to define the broad direction the university will need to take 

to respond successfully to the current and future higher education environment. 

 

EMPOWERING STUDENT SUCCESS. 

We believe that there is a continued national and regional demand for a diverse skilled 

workforce/talent. Therefore, we as an HSI and MSI, will enhance our efforts to support student 

success by: 

• Increasing financial support and resources, 

• Offering robust and intentional advising and mentorship, 

• Focusing on intentional integration and assessment of life and employable skills, and 

• Providing accessible information about opportunities such as research and internships. 
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ENGAGED FACULTY AND STAFF. 

We believe that the competitive market requires that UHD be an employer of choice 

(progressive, innovative, and flexible). Therefore, we will recruit, retain, develop, support, and 

compensate a diverse faculty and staff that reflect our student body and the greater Houston 

region. 

 

DYNAMIC ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT. 

We believe that universities deliver transformative change through accessible, inclusive, and 

innovative programs that drive student success and socioeconomic mobility. Therefore, we will 

• Review, improve, and increase our academic programs to ensure opportunity and 

accessibility, 

• Make curriculum and pedagogy culturally relevant, 

• Ensure our academic programs are accessible, inclusive, innovative and maximize 

opportunity, 

• Increase flexible course scheduling and modalities. 

 

IMPACTFUL KNOWLEDGE CREATION. 

We believe that universities contribute to their communities and stakeholders through knowledge 

creation and dissemination. Therefore, we will invest in our research/creative infrastructure to 

drive innovations in our disciplines, community, and beyond. 

 

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS. 

We believe that universities serve as anchors for communities by providing resources and 

expertise for mutually beneficial and reciprocal partnerships. Therefore, we will: 

• Develop and foster relationships with corporate, business, and industry partners. 

• Work with community organizations to address local needs and to strengthen community 

engagement. 

• Develop cross-sector partnerships (for-profit, nonprofit, and government sectors) to 

address regional workforce needs. 

• Increase the diversity of the university’s funding portfolio through partnerships. 

• Cultivate fundraising to benefit our students, university research, and institutional 

infrastructure. 

 

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS. 

We believe that financial support for public higher education requires us to diversify our sources 

of revenue and be strategic with our enrollment. Therefore, we will increase our profile and 

improve our relationships to engage diverse funding. 

 

ELEVATED VISIBILITY/RECOGNITION. 

We believe a university’s reputation impacts every aspect of its success. Therefore, we will 

increase our efforts to promote institutional excellence. 
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GUIDING PRINCIPLES  

“A New Paradigm” includes nine guiding principles that inform all our goals. They are the 

pillars on which the plan’s success is dependent and with which we will be able to accomplish 

our mission and reach our vision. 

TEAMWORK 

COMPETENCE 

RELATIONSHIP 

LEADERSHIP 

INNOVATION 

INTEGRITY 

STUDENT-CENTEREDNESS 

COMMUNITY IMPACT 

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION, AND JUSTICE 

 

TEAMWORK. 

We believe in the value of teamwork. Therefore, we will foster an environment that is 

collaborative, respectful, collegial, open, and deliberative. In our changing organizational 

culture, we promote teamwork over competition foremost because teamwork encourages 

us to internalize the notion that we cannot move the university forward without breaking 

down the boundaries that divide us whether individually or as organizational units.  

 

COMPETENCE. 

We believe competence is a driver of excellence. Therefore, we will cultivate an 

environment that promotes and rewards proficiency, accountability, reliability, and 

responsibility. When we possess, develop, and exercise sufficient knowledge, skill, and 

judgment as members of the UHD community, we show ourselves and others that we can 

achieve remarkable things. 

 

RELATIONSHIP. 

We believe that emotional intelligence is critical to creating a welcome environment. 

Therefore, we will be approachable, sincere, empathetic, encouraging, and engaging with 

our students, partners, and each other. The ability to be aware of our own and others’ 

emotions guides our thinking and behavior and fosters deeper, richer ways of being 

together and bringing out the best in each of us. 
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LEADERSHIP. 

We believe in dynamic leadership. Therefore, we will maintain an environment that 

inspires us to be visionary, bold, and action-oriented, while encouraging and nurturing a 

growth and goal-driven mindset. Successful leadership at UHD is dependent on everyone 

in our community having opportunities to challenge themselves, change, and grow. 

 

INNOVATION. 

We believe that innovation propels us forward to meet new challenges and to respond to 

evolving needs. Therefore, we will invest in cutting-edge research and technology and 

evidence-based teaching and learning practices to keep us at the forefront of exceptional 

public higher education. 

 

INTEGRITY. 

We believe in the value of integrity. Therefore, we will hold ourselves to the highest 

ethical standards of conduct by being inclusive, principled, transparent, and reflective. 

These attributes lend themselves to consistency in actions, words, and deeds. This 

consistency is paramount to living up to our mission as well as representing ourselves 

with honesty to external constituents and prospective students and partners. 

 

STUDENT-CENTEREDNESS. 

We believe that students are at the core of our mission. Therefore, we will remove 

barriers in the way of our students and create opportunities to engage them and accelerate 

them on their educational journeys. We will create conditions that help students to persist 

in pursuing and completing their degrees. 

 

COMMUNITY IMPACT. 

We believe that critical to our mission is uplifting the communities around us. Therefore, 

we will encourage all members of the UHD family to create and sustain positive change 

in our communities. 

 

DIVERSITY, EQUITY, INCLUSION, AND JUSTICE. 

As an institution committed to educational justice, we believe in the value of diversity, 

equity, inclusion, and justice in all that we do at UHD. Therefore, we will work to reduce 

student outcomes equity gaps and to provide students, faculty, and staff with an 

environment in which everyone is valued and succeeds.  

 

 

 

GOAL 1  

EMPOWERING STUDENT SUCCESS 

 

Optimize lifelong student success and engagement through robust academic advising, 

targeted student services, sufficient financial aid, and built-in career advising. 
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At UHD, students are not numerical outcomes. They are multifaceted and have nuanced 

experiences that bring them to the university and shape their understanding of the types of 

academic experiences that will lead to meeting their educational goals, earning their degrees, 

and launching careers.  

 

Providing a supportive student experience means preparing students for the rigors of learning 

that will last them a lifetime. However, intellectual ability is not the sine qua non when it 

comes to academic accomplishment. Other talents and ways of being in the world such as 

ethical groundedness, concern for the state of our planet, and ease with and acceptance of 

cultural, racial, and other forms of human difference are equally as important in the world of 

our students as is their proficiency in disciplinary knowledge.  

 

Student wellbeing must be promoted both inside and outside the classroom. To that end, we 

must evaluate and improve our current student services practices by offering wrap-around 

and robust supports (e.g., intrusive advising, academic support, and faculty, staff, and peer 

mentorship). We need to translate the education and skillsets they receive into careers and 

professional opportunities. Additionally, we need to be the permanent academic home 

environment where former students can return for advanced study, additional educational 

opportunities, and career reskilling. 

 

Traditional higher education has placed an undue financial burden on students from 

marginalized, minoritized, and underrepresented groups that can have lasting repercussions 

for social mobility and economic independence. Purposeful collaborations among internal 

and external partners can lead to enhanced financial support and increased financial literacy. 

These are necessary to ease the costs that our students bear in simply attempting to obtain an 

education. 

 

GOAL 2 

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIPS 

 

Cultivate a diverse portfolio of institutional partnerships to serve Houston and the region as an 

anchor institution. 

 

We recognize the social significance of community and civic engagement, and we have an 

intense interest in enhancing quality of life and economic development in Houston. It 

deserves repeating a sentiment from the Institutional Compass that “to fully realize the 

potential of UHD to make an impact, it must immerse itself in the work and partnerships that 

create wealth, equity, and stability. . . . No longer should the university only be a stage for 

civic engagement and community service, but it should position itself as a key player in these 

arenas.” (UHD Institutional Compass webpage). Achieving this objective involves three 

things: 
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FIRST, we will increase our service impact and grow as an anchor institution. We will 

amplify our current initiatives and presence and undertake new ways to engage with the 

public and private sectors on improving workforce development, collaborating on knowledge 

creation, and joining forces to address and meet the needs of greater Houston area residents. 

 

SECOND, our students not only have the classrooms and labs at UHD as their space of 

learning, but the entire city also serves as a classroom and a lab for them. We must find ways 

for them to move seamlessly between these two spaces as experiential and service learners, 

as interns, and/or as worker learners.  

 

THIRD, our newly instituted Office of Continuing Education will be leveraged to expand our 

educational reach so that we can continue to offer existing educational services and programs 

and remain responsive to local needs by offering new learning opportunities to the 

community.  

 

  

GOAL 3 

DYNAMIC ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT 

 

Cultivate a dynamic academic environment in which we nurture students to their fullest potential 

that they may better impact their world. 

 

A dynamic academic environment is the sum of student academic engagement and 

innovative and life-changing curricula and programs. To create such an environment, we 

must think of how to keep students engaged by identifying gaps in current programmatic 

offerings and developing innovative programs that are relevant to students’ and societal 

needs. 

 

Much as our curricula does not remain static, given new research and discoveries arising 

from interdisciplinary and disciplinary inquiry, so must our programs also be reviewed, 

refreshed, and recreated. However, this only occurs with intentional consideration of how we 

teach, what we teach, and how our students learn. 

 

 While being cognizant of their intersection, we propose to create two distinct, but 

overlapping plans—an academic master plan and an academic program plan.  

 

The academic master plan addresses the entirety of the academic enterprise. This includes 

classroom climate, pedagogy, and management; planned institutional growth; technology, 

instructional and academic support spaces; and strategic course scheduling and availability 

that foster student success and students’ ability to complete degrees in a timely fashion.  
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The academic program plan is less extensive than the former in that it focuses primarily on 

the policies, procedures, and processes that promote timely development of innovative 

programs and review of existing programs. 

 

 

GOAL 4 

ENGAGED FACULTY AND STAFF 

 

Be the employer of choice that values and supports a diverse and inclusive faculty and staff. 

 

It would be impossible to stay true to our mission without investing in our faculty and staff. 

This investment will require us to devise strategies for recruitment, development, support, 

recognition, reward, and retention. We must be proactive and equitable in our recruitment, 

hiring, and retention efforts. Attracting and retaining top talent will mean positioning the 

university to provide competitive compensation and benefits and an inclusive and 

representative work environment.  

As highlighted in our Guiding Principles, the university is committed to nurturing growth and 

goal-driven mindsets. Our ability to do so will depend on placing greater institutional 

emphasis on investment in professional development and in providing time to take advantage 

of professional development opportunities. For faculty, this development would include 

attending to the tenure and promotion processes and providing critical mentoring from 

onboarding through tenure and promotion and beyond. For staff, this would include training 

that emphasizes customer service, collaboration, communication, leadership, transparency, 

and proactivity. 

Also featured in our Guiding Principles are the values of Teamwork; Competence; 

Relationship; Leadership; Integrity; and Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Justice. Cultivating 

these principles and transforming them into shared values will make the experience of 

working at UHD more meaningful. Rewards such as salary and benefits should also be 

commensurate with those of our peer institutions. Reward incentives must be tied to behavior 

and performance that advance the seven strategic goals and their priorities. However, perhaps 

more valuable than monetary rewards are the recognition and appreciation that we can confer 

on all who work at UHD. 

If investments in the areas of development, support, recognition, and rewards succeed, then 

retention should increase. Increased staff and faculty retention would elevate the reputation of 

the university as the higher education employer of choice. 
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GOAL 5 

SUSTAINABLE OPERATIONS 
 

Maximize our operational portfolio by means of a strong donor base; strategic enrollment; 

engaged alumni, faculty, and staff; robust grant activity; sustainability best practices; access to 

legislative funds for renovation; regular maintenance of facilities; and a strong Information 

Technology department. 

In its nearly fifty-year history, UHD has undergone many changes including the steady 

growth of its student population, which now numbers over 15,000, making it Houston’s 

second largest university. To address this growth, the physical plant has expanded with 

significant renovations and the recent addition of two new buildings—the Marilyn Davies 

College of Business and the College of Sciences and Technology—and a Student Wellness & 

Success Center currently under construction. All of this is to the good, yet it would be a sign 

of complacency to declare that this is adequate going forward.  

The university is primed for bolder action to serve its student population ever better. This plan 

sees us laying a foundation in the next five years for what UHD might become by 2042. 

Included in this foundation is continuing to be good stewards of the university’s human, 

physical, and fiscal resources. This will require careful planning and implementation to 

❖ Increase revenue, especially from diversified sources. 
❖ Leverage technology to keep up with changing conditions in research, instruction, and 

operational functions. 
❖ Increase enrollment and enrollment revenues. 
❖ Incentivize administrative collaboration, coordination, and communication to create more 

efficient and effective operations. 
❖ Address university renovations in coordination with deferred maintenance. 
❖ Spur grant applications to promote grants in research and creative activities areas. 

If operations are to become sustainable, we will need to address how we work, how we make 

use of resources, and how the universities will respond to climate change in a city already 

challenged by that change. 

GOAL 6 

ELEVATED VISIBILITY/RECOGNITION 

 

Enhance the reputation and visibility of UHD with robust marketing, current social media 

techniques, and intentional student recruiting efforts, 

 

UHD has made great strides over the last five decades in positioning itself to offer a 

transformative education, and that makes our story worth telling. As a driver of 

socioeconomic mobility, a UHD education changes our students’ lives. In addition to its 

impact on its 60,000+ graduates, the university also has had a hand in shaping the city’s 
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workforce. This plan is a step toward ensuring our community impact is visible and well 

understood.  

 

While a strong brand has been launched, we cannot rely on a single message to communicate 

equally compellingly across diverse audiences. Instead, we must consider ways to adapt and 

translate our message while not losing the essence of what the institution represents today and 

into the future. 

 

By achieving the goals listed as part of this plan, we will continue building the university’s 

reputation, which will lead to greater recognition. However, while we might be recognized, 

there is still the question of employing various mechanisms for being visible, for being seen as 

offering one of the city’s most distinctive educations. Using data to measure the impact of our 

current marketing plan and learning from that assessment might move us from mere 

recognition to being valued as a contributor to the wellbeing of Houston residents. 

 

 

GOAL 7  

IMPACTFUL KNOWLEDGE CREATION 
 

Promote knowledge creation and dissemination to and from faculty, staff, students, and the 

wider community. 

 

UHD has long been considered a teaching institution rather than a research institution. We 

honor this historic mission, but we also see how research and creative activity advance our 

teaching mission and how research and creative activity advance our mission as an institution 

serving public purposes. The three activities—teaching, research and creative activity, and 

service, —must be conjoined so that we can better address the needs of our students and the 

region. 

Achieving this goal will require strengthening our research and creative activity infrastructure 

so that faculty, students, and our community partners can create socially impactful knowledge. 

We do not privilege basic research over applied and other forms of research and creative 

activity, and in fact see the former as being capable of laying a groundwork for the latter. We 

also acknowledge that all much of scholarly and creative activity are dependent on the 

inherent risk involved in expanding beyond disciplines or concepts. As a result of this, 

promoting debate on controversial and politicized positions is a crucial part of this knowledge 

creation enterprise.  

Generating research and creative activity will require funding, physical resources, and 

materials. This goal will also require faculty, staff, and community partners to envision and 

co-create a culture in which impactful scholarly and creative activities are both valued and 

actively cultivated. To that end, we will engage with federal, state, and local governments and 

with for-profit business and nonprofit organizations to support knowledge creation that is 

impactful. 
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INTERSECTING GOALS 

The intersection of the seven goal areas is indeed impact. Research and creative activity inform 

evidenced-based teaching and learning, and teaching and learning propel student success and 

promote educational justice; student success as well as strategic partnerships elevate our 

recognition and visibility which in turn attract engaged faculty and staff. However, all of these 

depend on sustainable operations and the willingness to shift the paradigm of what has worked in 

the past so that we can create in the next five year a new paradigm for institutional excellence 

that will sustain us through the next twenty years. 

 

STRATEGIC PLANNING PROCESS (p. 10) 

Arriving at this strategic plan, “A New Paradigm . . .  for Houston’s Most Diverse University,” 

involved a focused, seven-month process in which two planning processes—Design Thinking 

and the Driver’s Model—were used. A twenty-three-member Strategic Planning Committee 

(SPC) consisting of faculty, staff, students, and community members (including a former 

member of the Board of Regents) began its work in September 2021.  

A support team assisted in the planning by compiling data into a Briefing Book and guiding the 

SPC members in working with the data; by providing historical memory; by offering instruction 

in design thinking and in the use of the collaborative tool, Miro; and by encouraging the SPC to 

approach the planning project as an exercise in change management. 

The major questions for the SPC were:  

1. What should be the paradigm over the next five years for UHD, specifically, as a public, 

urban university? 

2. What goals and strategies emerging from that paradigm will make us successful in being 

faithful to our mission and achieving our 20-year vision? 

To address these questions, six phases (some of which occurred concurrently) were adopted: 

1. Situation Assessment (September – October 2021): 
A fact-driven assessment of UHD’s current situation was developed. This assessment also 

informed the creation of the new Mission Statement. 

 

2. Visioning Exercises (September – November 2021): 
Visioning was undertaken to determine what success might entail and to develop the 

 new Mission and Vision Statements. 

 

3. Presentations, Surveys, and Forums (September 2021 – March 2022): 
Insights and input were solicited from UHD students, faculty, staff, leadership, and 

alumni. 
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4.  Strategy Formulation (October 2021 – February 2022): 
Positioning Statements, Goals, and Strategies were formulated and evaluated; healthy 

debate ensued on creating the best strategic framework to guide the new mission, vision, 

goals, and guiding principles. 

 

5. Action Planning (February 2022): 
Strategies were prioritized, and plans were created to introduce actions needed to realize 

the top strategies in the first implementation phase. 

 

6. Strategic Plan Development (February – March 2022): 
A strategic plan was written to explain UHD’s mission, vision, goals, and principles. 

 

SITUATION ANALYSIS. 

The SPC read and analyzed the Briefing Book to develop a shared understanding of UHD’s 

current situation. A presentation on data related to equity and social mobility led to questions that 

led to strategic themes.  

This fact-informed step in the process was combined with the step of examining their “beliefs 

diagrams” to identify key issues and potential strategies. A personas exercise was used for 

mission statement development, and committee members were paired to draft their own 

candidate mission statements which were then voted on by the SPC for further development and 

refinement. 

 

VISIONING EXERCISES. 

The SPC, the President and Cabinet, Department Chairs, and faculty participated in separate 

visioning sessions.  

The Executive Leadership visioning exercise resulted in 50 vision elements which were grouped 

into 9 categories: 

1. Academic Environment 
2. Financial 
3. Community 

4. Inclusion 
5. Operations 
6. Student Outcomes 
7. Staff & Faculty 
8. Partnerships and Relationships 
9. Student Life 

The SPC came to consensus on three of these vision elements and considered what language 

from them they would like to see in a new mission statement. 
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The SPC, Department Chairs, and faculty answered these key questions: 

❖ What will be some of UHD’s specific accomplishments; in other words, what will people 

know the university for? 
❖ What kind of education will UHD provide? 
❖ How will UHD partner with the city? 
❖ What will UHD’s facilities look like? 
❖ What will be its financial outlook? 

❖ What will its staff and faculty look like? 

The answers to these questions became the basis for a new vision statement. 

 

PRESENTATIONS, SURVEYS, AND OPEN FORUMS. 

Faculty and staff surveys were conducted on the following questions: 

❖ What does educational equity mean to you? 
❖ What UHD student success initiatives have been effective? 
❖ What UHD programs have promoted educational equity? 

An initial student survey solicited answers to the following questions and asked for comments on 

educational equity: 

❖ What UHD initiatives, programs, or groups do you feel contribute to student success? 
❖ What UHD activities have you participated in or are currently participating in that have 

supported your academic and professional growth? 
❖ How does UHD promote educational equity? 
❖ What aspects of UHD have hindered your success or impeded your academic growth and 

professional growth? 

A follow-up student survey asked students to weigh in on the positioning statements. 

Presentations were made to the Alumni Council, Department Chairs, the Extended Cabinet, and 

academic departments. From those presentations came ideas about guiding principles and vision 

and mission statements. 

The Student Government Association organized a student forum early in the planning process 

that guided consideration of students’ top priorities and developing strategies to address those. 

 

STRATEGY FORMULATION. 

In several sessions with our strategic planning facilitator, the SPC developed positioning 

statements, goals, objectives, and strategies. Students provided feedback on the first of these plan 

components. Developing personas early in the process gave the SPC a sense of the UHD user 

experience, and these were used to consider various vantage points from which to assess the 

goals. In between sessions with our facilitator, the SPC revisited initial versions of the 
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positioning statements, goals, objectives, and strategies and rethought the aims of those 

components as well as how they coherently present the new paradigm for UHD. 

 

ACTION PLANNING. 

The SPC worked twice to develop lists of priority strategies; two months intervened between 

these sessions, and this time allowed the members of each goal group to examine their work 

more closely and to revise as needed. After these revisions, the SPC met to vote for a second 

time on strategies that would be prioritized in the coming academic year. This was followed by 

action planning in which 36 university constituents were invited to identify deliverables related 

to the strategies and objectives associated with goals and to plan in detail the steps to achieve the 

objectives, the responsible parties, the costs, and the person days involved. 

 

STRATEGIC PLAN DEVELOPMENT. 

The Board of Regents met in February and approved the draft Mission Statement. With this draft 

approved, the process of writing the plan began. This draft of the plan was reviewed by the full 

SPC, the President and Interim Senior Vice President/Provost prior to a two-week UHD 

community comment period in March. This comment period included gathering reactions via 

surveys and open forums in which students, faculty, and staff shared their responses to the plan 

and offered suggestions. After the comment period and the open forums, the draft was revised 

for the President’s consideration. Upon his approval of the plan, it was shared with the 

community and implemented starting June 2022. 

History of University of Houston-Downtown 

In 1974, the University of Houston acquired the assets of South Texas Junior College and opened 

University of Houston-Downtown College (UHDC) at One Main Street as a four-year institution. 

By the end of the 1970s, the Texas Legislature had approved UHDC as a distinct university in 

the University of Houston System. 

Focused on meeting the needs of Houston’s diverse and dynamic workforce, the University set a 

tuition of $4 per credit hour. By the early 1980s, it was clear that UHDC was more than a 

college, and “college” was officially removed from the institution’s name. In the 1990s, UHD 

became Texas’s third fastest-growing university and focused on becoming a premier, 

metropolitan university appealing to traditional and nontraditional students as well as working 

professionals.  

Today, providing higher education to the Houston metropolitan region and its many and various 

citizenry, UHD educates more than 15, 000 students annually and boasts more than 60,000 

alumni. The university is noted nationally as a Hispanic-Serving Institution, Minority-Serving 

Institution, and a Military-Friendly School—indicators of how diverse and vibrant its student 

body is.  


